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Backlist Titles and the Internet Archive
Kathleen, Liza, Liz, and Tracey have collaborated for a strategy on touching base with authors on backlist project and royalty questions for backlists. To date all authors have been contacted. 15 authors have responded enthusiastically about inclusion in the project and no one has requested to not be included.

Kathleen has agreed to continue on with this project to completion, which is anticipated for April, 2022.

Events
Kathleen helped to plan and participated in presenting Public Domain Week at the Internet Archive. Over 1,000 registrants received the recorded event with 350 unique users signed in for the live presentation. MLA members reached out privately to express how much they enjoyed the event and the Advocacy group is considering the recording to be including in their curated resources.

Publication Update
The PDSA continues to receive significant traffic. To date, the full book has been downloaded 3,364 times with the individual sets of files downloaded 150,793 downloads, pointing to the value of the multi-format release. Full metrics are available online: https://aperio.press/site/books/10.32881/book2/metrics/

The Cataloging and Metadata Committee DACS supplement titled Archival Description of Notated Music has had 129 downloads.